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welcome to the third edition of the ice age europe magazine!

we are happy to present the new issue, which showcases the 
many activities taking place in research and conservation, 
exhibition, education and communication at the ice age europe 
member sites. in addition, we are pleased to present a special 
guest contribution by Mark Lewis and Chris stringer, natural 
history Museum London, giving an overview of the early human 
occupation of Britain (pp 6-7).

the ice age europe network represents 20 archaeological sites 
with rich ice age heritage and their affiliated museums or visitor 
centers as well as research institutions across 7 european countries. 
at these sites, over 350 personnel are dedicated to the promotion 
of our common heritage – as scientists, managers, curators, 
educators or guides. the sites, among them many world heritage 
sites, attract close to 2 million visitors per year from europe and 
overseas. on page 5 you will find a brief overview of some of the 
recent network activities.

You can follow the network and our members at @iceageeurope 
on twitter, facebook and instagram. if you are interested in 
becoming a member, a partner or have a press inquiry please 
contact our network office.

we hope you enjoy reading!
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in December 2018, Prof. Dr. gerd-Christian weniger, director of 
the neanderthal Museum, founder and lead partner of the network 
ice age europe, retired. the network is grateful for the many 
years of successful cooperation under his leadership. in January 
2019, his long-term Deputy Director Dr. Bärbel auffermann took 
over his position and thus became the new lead partner of the 
network. 

Bärbel auffermann studied prehistory, geology and anthropology 
at the universities of Münster and tübingen (germany). she has 
been working at the neanderthal Museum since 1995 and was 
actively involved in designing and realizing the new museum, 
which became one of the most important and successful archaeo-
logical museums in germany. in this role, she also actively parti - 
cipated in the founding and the development of the network ice 
age europe since the very beginning. 

one of her many aims is to further advance the project of the 
serial transnational nomination of the neanderthals sites as 
UnesCo world heritage and the revaluation of the famous 
neanderthal discovery site in the coming years. 

InternAtIOnAL Ice AGe eurOPe PHOtO cOMPetItIOn 
FeBruArY tO MAY 2019 
this year we launched our first international photo competition 
in cooperation with and as part of the Cewe Photo award 2019 
"our world is beautiful" (open for submissions until 31 May 2019 
at www.contest.cewe.de/cewephotoaward/en_gb/ice-age-europe). 
we invite everybody to share what they find the most interesting 
about the ice age, where you might find traces today, or to 
reflect on the biggest differences. By entering, participants will 
automatically take part in the international Cewe Photo award 
2019. 

the 40 best ice age europe submissions to the photographic 
competition will be included in an exhibition that will tour 
europe from autumn 2019 onwards.

eurOPeAn ArcHAeOLOGY dAYs 14-16 June 2019 
ice age europe is a proud partner of the first european 
archaeology Days from 14 to 16 June, coordinated by the 
french national institute for archaeological research (inraP). 
the event will mobilise the entire archaeological community in 
all european countries. the archaeology Days are dedicated to 
promoting and spreading knowledge about research, collections 
and heritage in archaeology. the main purpose of this event is 
to bring in new audiences not yet familiar with archaeology. 

on these days, all kind of activities are offered: from museum 
“open house” events, workshops for families, conferences, 
demonstrations, archaeological site tours, open house dig sites 
and much more. find out about the programme here  
www.journees-archeologie.fr.

Ice AGe eurOPe dAY 22 sePteMBer 2019 
on sunday 22nd of september 2019, the ice age europe 
network members will again invite everybody to celebrate our 
common ice age heritage on #IceAgeeuropeday! Last year, 
many visitors followed the invitation and discovered one of the 
most fascinating epochs of human history, using all their 
senses: from ice fest at kents Cavern (Uk), film workshops in 
grotta di fumane (italy), concerts in altamira (spain), a 
treasure hunt at the palaeon (germany) to culinary discoveries  
at MUse (italy).  

tOurInG eXHIBtIOn #IceAGeeurOPenOW  
since 2017, our outdoor photo exhibition has been installed in 
public areas across europe to share our common heritage and 
fascination of the era of the ice age, which left so many traces 
that shape us today. Venues 2019 include the Commonwealth 
Park in gibraltar, hosted by our member gibraltar national Museum, 
and the Préhistomuseum, our Belgian network member. 

More news online at  
www.ice-age-europe.eu/learn-and-discover/networknews.html

cOntents neWs FrOM Ice AGe eurOPe –  
netWOrK OF HerItAGe sItes 
Ice Age europe welcomes Bärbel Auffermann as new lead partner

ice age europe Members at the national Museum and research Center of altamira, March 2019

dAY 22   
sept 
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since 2001, scientists from a variety of disciplines and insti-
tutions, led by Chris stringer at the natural history Museum 

and nick ashton at the British Museum, both in London, have 
been working on further understanding the Pleistocene history 
of human occupation in Britain. the main objectives include 
assessing human presence and absence, major changes in tech-
nology, and how these relate to major changes in climate, envi-
ronment and geography that occurred during this time. the 
projects have investigated the peopling of Britain from the 
earliest records to the transition to the present interglacial 

about 12 thousand years ago (kya), and results have been, and 
still are, far-reaching, culminating in a large number of publica-
tions as well as workshops and conferences. three sites from 
the early and Middle Pleistocene are of particular interest. 

around 1.8 million years ago, early humans expanded their 
range beyond africa and began to increase the variety of envi-
ronments they inhabited. Until recently, such early colonisation 
of europe was not thought to have reached beyond the Pyre-
nees or the alps, but a number of discoveries in east anglia 
over the past 18 years have altered that interpretation. in the 
earliest part of the project, excavation was undertaken at Pa-
kefield, suffolk. artefacts and vertebrate bones were found in 
the fluvial sediments, now dated by litho- and biostratigraphy, 
palaeomagnetism and amino acid geochronology to about 700 
kya. Beetles, plant remains, molluscs and ostracods, were also 
recovered, suggesting deposition within the floodplain and 
channel of a large river near the mouth of an estuary. isotope 

analysis of the floodplain sediments, palynology and the fauna 
all suggest a Mediterranean-like climate, with the findings 
published in Nature in 2005, making the artefacts the earliest 
evidence of human presence this far north at the time.

at about the same time, a series of sites at the village of happis-
burgh in norfolk, were beginning to reveal their secrets. in 
2000, a handaxe had been discovered on a beach by a local dog 
walker, and this led to excavation of what is now known as 
happisburgh 1, dated to about 500 kya. further discoveries 

along the beach led to more excavations between 2004 and 
2008. the richest site, happisburgh 3, yielded flint tools and 
flakes in fluvial gravel, in association with a remarkable range 
of biological remains, including large mammals, small verte-
brates, beetles, molluscs, pollen, seeds and wood. these prox-
ies indicate regional forest dominated by conifers, with some 
grassland, during a cooling climate phase. Dating using a com-
plex of methods, including biostratigraphy and palaeomagnetism, 
placed the main horizon of human presence at the end of an 
interglacial in Marine isotope stage (Mis) 21 (~866-814 kya) 

or 25 (~970-936 kya), still by far the oldest known evidence in 
northern europe. the results were published in Nature in 2010.    
 
recently, focus has shifted to an inland site, Barnham in suffolk, 
dating to about 400 kya (Mis 11). work at this site in the last 
century identified two different lithic technologies, handaxe 
(acheulean) and non-handaxe (Clactonian). whether this was 
the result of two separate colonising groups, or the same group 
using different technologies for different purposes in distinct 
areas, was a major conundrum. recent work has answered this, 
showing that the Clactonian culture preceded the acheulean 
culture, suggesting initial colonisation by one group of homin-
ins, followed by a later group with handaxes. Large quantities of 
burnt flint have also been found at Barnham, although whether 
from natural forest fire or the controlled use of fire by humans is 
unclear. some of the earliest evidence of human fire use in eu-
rope had already been found at nearby Beeches Pit, also dated 
to about 400 kya, and therefore current research is focusing on 

understanding and interpreting this evidence. a final aim at 
Barnham is a detailed assessment of the diverse environmental 
data recovered; it is one of the richest sites in Britain for am-
phibians and reptiles, with exotic species such as tree frogs and 
european pond terrapins, along with extinct species of rhinocer-
os and elephant. excavations continue and palynology currently 
suggests the site dates from the earlier part of the interglacial.

over the last 20 years, new excavations have revealed exciting 
information about the earliest inhabitants of Britain, a record 

now extending back nearly a million years. the work continues 
and there are no doubt many more surprises to come.   

chris stringer is a research Leader in the Centre for human 
evolution research and co-director of the Calleva-funded Path-
ways to ancient Britain (PaB) project, at the natural history 
Museum, London.

Mark Lewis is a researcher and palynologist on the PaB project.

More information 
http://www.nhm.ac.uk/our-science/our-work/origins- 
evolution-and-futures/pathways-ancient-britain.html

Further reading 
Dinnis r. and stringer C. (2014). Britain: one Million Years  
of the human story. natural history Museum Publications, 
152pp. n

tHe HuMAn OccuPAtIOn OF BrItAIn OVer 
tHe LAst One MILLIOn YeArs
Authors: Mark Lewis and chris stringer, natural History Museum, London, uK

a flake with denticulated edge from Pakefield, suffolk (photo nhM) artist’s reconstruction of site 3 at happisburgh, norfolk                                                                                              © John sibbick excavations at Barnham, suffolk, in 2018 (photo Jordan Mansfield)

❝Over the last 20 years, new 
excavations have revealed 

exciting information about the 
earliest inhabitants of Britain, 
a record now extending back 

nearly a million years. The 
work continues and there are 

no doubt many more surprises 
to come.❞
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right to express our views so unconditionally, and today no geolo-
gist worth his salt would ever maintain that man did not exist at 
the times when our caves were filled with the loess and fossils they 
now contain.” (schmerling, 1833, vol 1, page 179)

the scientific elite postponed the collegial recognition of the exist-
ence of a fossil man for another thirty years.

the engis site – the "schmerling valley" – has just been registered 
by the walloon government on the national UnesCo world heritage 
tentative list as it was the birthplace of one of the major scientific 
revolutions in the history of humanity: the recognition of fossil men.

the “schmerling valley” was also the exceptional witness to the 
birth of a new scientific discipline which would become Prehistory.  
and it is also the place where the first neanderthal man was exca-
vated, the scientific story of which gives a vivid illustration of the 
slow mutation of western society's cosmogony. it is a place well 
chosen to meditate on the meaning of our human existence, a 
patrimonial sanctuary suitable to a philosophical reflexion on the 
position of science in our society.

Less than a kilometre as the crow flies from the “schmerling val-
ley”, on the other side of the Meuse river, the ramioul cave has 
also offered many clues as to the existence of these extinct species 
and of the life of our ancestors.

this is the site chosen by the group “Les Chercheurs de la wallonie” 
(“researchers of wallonia”) and the district of flémalle to lay the 
foundations of the Préhistomuseum. with its various exhibitions, 
outdoor experiences, workshops led by archaeologists, the “Prehis-
tory park of adventures” invites visitors to go back to their roots in 

a 

30-hectare forest. Most of all, from the terrace of the ramioul 
cave, one might get a sighting of the “schmerling vale” where the 
first ever discovered neanderthal lived! this profound geographical 
link strengthens the crucial part played by schmerling and his 
multitudinous discoveries in the research and cultural mediation 
projects of the Préhistomuseum. 

Day in day out the museum allows each and every one to experi-
ence our humanity by the encounter with our heritage, prehistory 
and archaeology. n

ABOut tHe PreHIstOMuseuM, BeLGIuM 

Located at the cave of ramioul, an archaeological site in 
the heart of a forest, the Préhistomuseum extends over  
30 hectares, in the valley of the Meuse, and is one of the 
lar gest museums of prehistory in europe. it forms the link 
between the numerous archaeological sites which surround 
this river: from engis, where the first bones of neanderthals 
in the world (1829) were discovered to the splendid caves 
of goyet.

cOntAct InFOrMAtIOn 

Préhistomuseum
rue de la grotte 128
4400 flémalle · Belgium
Phone: +32 42754975
email: direction@prehisto.museum
More information at www.prehisto.museumWALLOnIA – A crAdLe OF PreHIstOrY

Préhistomuseum, Belgium / Author: Fernand collin

t he Préhistomuseum has undertaken the task of paying a tribute 
to a leading pioneer of prehistory, Philippe-Charles schmerling, 

a genius precursor.

few people are aware that wallonia is a fertile ground for prehisto-
ry and that Belgium played a dominant part in the birth and evolu-
tion of this discipline in the 19th century. the ongoing state-of-
the-art research led by Belgian researchers stems from the works 
of Philippe-Charles schmerling.

in september 1829, armed with a shovel and a pickaxe, he enters a 
cave in the small village of Chokier (flémalle-Liège). his purpose: 
to explore the cave and excavate fossil animals in order to under-
stand the mystery of their origins.

During the winter of 1829/30, in this steep valley between the 
districts of engis and flémalle, in the engis cave, also called “trou 
Caheur”, schmerling excavates two human skulls surrounded by 

bones of extinct animal species, mingled with flints and bones 
carved by human hands!

after he had excavated about sixty caves in the Liège region, 
Philippe- Charles schmerling published the first monograph inte-
grating animal palaeontology, human palaeontology, prehistorical 
archaeology and paleopathology (two volumes of respectively 167 
and 195 pages, including 34 and 40 plates). in these two volumes 
he considered all the data, confronted his observations and his 

innovative ideas with those published by a small circle of french, 
german and British researchers. in those early years of the 19th 
century, he managed to prove what was unthinkable at the time:  
that human fossils existed and that a “humanity” well before ours, 
well before the flood, could be proven... his conclusion reads “all 
that we have just said about these remains that were handled by 
human hands, and all that we have said about the human remains 
is valid, accurate and indisputable. only time will tell if we were 

flint flakes, © Préhistomuseum

❝The ‘Schmerling 
valley’ was the 

exceptional witness to 
the birth of a new 

scientific discipline 
which would become 

Prehistory.❞

the entry to the schmerling cave, during an intervention by the “Chercheurs de la wallonie” during the 
1950s. © Chercheurs de la wallonie

at the awirs, in 
flémalle, a bust  
of schmerling was 
erected in the 
middle of the 
village. it is the 
starting point of 
the pedestrian hike 
named after him, 
around engis and 
the caves where he 
excavated two 
human skulls.  
© Michel toussaint

the two human skulls, as published in schmerling's monography. on the left the famous “engis skull” or “engis 1”, 
in fact a common neolithic skull. on the right the skull of the neanderthal child named “engis 2”. Plate i volume 1 
of schmerling's monography.  
© Préhistomuseum

“trou Caheur” at the engis caves where schmerling was the first to 
discover a neanderthal skull.
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bones of upper arm, 30 forearm and 58 hand bones. there are 
also pelvic bones, thigh bones, knee and foot bones. krapina 
neanderthals lived in the period of interglacial (riss – würm) 
and are counted among the older neanderthals of europe. sci-
entific research and professional processing of the collection, 
which has lasted for almost 120 years, is constantly coming up 
with new discoveries and data. osteological analyses found the 
earliest cuts in the amputation of the right forearm, healing of 
severe head injuries and recovery from the coma. frequent bone 
disorders such as arthritis, osteopenia, periostitis, sclerosis, 
and bone cancer are evidence of the severe and very stressful 
life of the first inhabitants of krapina. 

the most important finding of the krapina collection is krapina 
3 or the skull C – a skull belonging to a young, mature nean-
derthal woman. it is interesting because of thin and shallow 
cutmarks (in total 42) found on the fore part of the skull or 
frontal bones, suggesting possible ritual behaviours by nean-
derthals. also, recent research of the claws of the eagle from 
the krapina collection revealed that neanderthals were making 

jewels, suggesting that they had the capability for a much 
more complex, symbolic way of thinking than was previously 
thought. 

a body of knowledge of the krapina early man is presented in 
the permanent exhibition of the krapina neanderthal Museum, 
which, along with numerous castings and copies of findings and 
multimedia installations, also contains reconstructions that are 
part of the largest diorama of neanderthals in the world. the 
permanent exhibition of the museum is a kind of time machine 
that leads visitors from the distant past of the earth to modern 
times, emphasizing the significance of krapina neanderthals 
and the place of its discovery, hušnjakovo site. the hušnjakovo 
site is the first protected palaeontological monument of nature 
in Croatia, established in 1961. the krapina neanderthal Muse-
um has around 90,000 visitors per year and is one of the most 
visited museums in Croatia and in this part of europe. the im-
portance of this unique site was recognized by the european 
Commission, awarding the european heritage Label to the site 
and museum in March 2016. n

ABOut tHe KrAPInA neAndertHAL MuseuM, crOAtIA 

the krapina neanderthal Museum is located right next to the 
hušnjakovo site, the world’s richest excavation site, where 
the largest number of neanderthal fossil bones has been 
found. Besides visiting the permanent exhibition visitors can 
participate in educational programs, special exhibitions, 
lectures, concerts, performances and numerous other events.

cOntAct InFOrMAtIOn 

krapina neanderthal Museum
Šetalište Vilibalda sluge bb
49 000 krapina · Croatia
Phone: +385 (0) 49 371 491
email: mkn@mhz.hr or rezervacije-mkn@mhz.hr
More information at www.mkn.mhz.hr/en/

120 YeArs OF KrAPInA neAndertHALs
Krapina neanderthal Museum, croatia / Author: Jurica sabol

on a historic day, august 23rd 1899, Dragutin gorjanović- 
kramberger, the director of the geological and Paleontolog-

ical Department of the national Museum came to krapina. he 
was invited by the Mayor Vilibaldo sluga to study strange find-
ings at the bottom of hušnjakovo hill, near kneipp spa. with a 
more detailed analysis of the yellow Miocene sandstone depos-
its, about 8 meters high, gorjanović discovered the ash and 
stingy sand, stone tools and remains of animal bones. it was a 
human molar that provided him with confirmation that this was 
the site of an ancient human occupation. During systematic 
excavations works and research that lasted from 1899 to 1905, 
Dragutin gorjanović-kramberger collected about 900 human 
fossil remains of about 70 individuals of different ages and 
gender, making the hušnjakovo site the largest single collec-
tion site of neanderthals in the world. according to fossil bones 

the average age of neanderthals was 13 to 14 years, while the 
oldest one was about 27 years old. Beside the human fossil 
bones, gorjanović-kramberger collected about 1,200 pieces of 
stone tools (Mousterian type) and over 2,300 animal bones 
from cave bear, wolf, elk, giant deer, woolly rhinoceros, wild 
buffalo and leopard.

evidence of use of fire and burned bones proves neanderthals 
had controlled use of fire and roasting meat. there are about 
three hundred skull and jaw bones in the krapina collection and 
nearly four hundred other human bones. in addition to the 
famous skulls (krapina 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), skull fragments are repre-
sented by remains of forehead, head and neck bones, and the 
collection is rich in hearing bones. the other remains in the 
collection are: 61 vertebrae, 56 ribs, 22 blades, 15 clavicle, 21 

© e. Daynes 

❝Scientific research and 
professional processing of the 

collection, which has lasted for 
almost 120 years, is constantly 

coming up with new discoveries 
and data.❞

the hušnjakovo site today

Part of the krapina collection Part of the museum display
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❝When turning their heads 
around, they stumbled upon 

what the French archaeologist 
André Leroi-Gourhan called ‘the 

ensemble of the most perfect 
horses in Quaternary art’.❞

ABOut eKAInBerrI, BAsQue cOuntrY, sPAIn

ekain is an exceptional work of cave art from the Palaeo-
lithic period. artistic creations by Palaeolithic hunter-gath-
erers have been discovered around the world, and yet the 
specimens found here on the Cantabrian coast of europe, 
known as franco-Cantabrian cave art, are the most prolific. 
ekain is considered the finest example of cave art in the 
Basque Country. the museum of ekainberri, located 600 
meters from the original cave, presents reproductions of 
85% of the art found in ekain. ekainberri offers an extraor-
dinary adventure for visitors as they lose consciousness of 
spatial boundaries and walk through the cave discovering 
the magnificent paintings and creations.

cOntAct InFOrMAtIOn 

ekainberri information and ticket office
Portale kalea, 1
20740 Zestoa, gipuzkoa · Basque Country (spain)
Phone: +0034 943868811
email: info@ekainberri.com
More information at www.ekainberri.eus

50tH AnnIVersArY OF eKAIn’s dIscOVerY
ekainberri – the replica of the ekain cave, spain / Authors: team of ekainberri

on 8th June 1969, a secret which had been confined for the 
past 8,000 years was revealed from the bowels of the earth. 

it happened during a transition time between the Palaeolithic 
and the neolithic when a landslide shut ekain cave’s entrance 
up to the inner galleries.

the surroundings of sastarrain valley were proved to be ideal 
for prehistoric humans to find a shelter. two young local spele-
ology and archaeology lovers who were searching for a possible 
prehistoric site in the area, thought the pile of rock and soil 
which they had spotted higher above the confluence of two 
streams was worth giving a try. after having felt a cold draught 
coming out of the gap they had managed to open, the two men 
first crawled and then walked in standing on two feet into a 

gallery that nobody had been in for thousands of years. when 
turning their heads around, they stumbled upon what the 
french archaeologist andré Leroi-gourhan called “the ensemble 
of the most perfect horses in Quaternary art”.

the news was immediately shared with the society of sciences 
aranzadi, led by José Miguel Barandiaran and his team, which 
carried out the excavation works between 1969 and 1975. Dur-
ing this time, an inventory of the rock art representations was 
made, their chronology was defined as to belong to the higher 
Magdalenian period (13,000-14,000 years ago) and the traced 
drawings of the paintings found were painted. the logo of this 
50th anniversary is actually based on these traced drawings 
which, therefore, also turn 50 this year. 

ekain’s paintings are outstandingly well-preserved. ekain cave, 
located in Deba, contains around 70 animal figures, of which 64 
are painted and 6 engraved. horses are the animals that are fea - 
tured the most. the set of horses is one of the richest and most 
beautiful examples of franco-Cantabrian art and it is considered 
the finest wall painting of its type. the animal figures at ekain 
also include bears, crows and goats. the cave is divided into differ-
ent galleries that are named, in Basque, after the figures in them: 
erdibide, auntzei, erdialde, Zaldei, artzei and azkenzaldei.

ekain managers thought the cave should not be visited by “visi-
tors who didn´t have any particular interest on this subject and 
who only would come because they had decided the weather 
wasn’t good enough to go to the beach or because they were 
just driving past…”. at the same time, this heritage should not 

be limited only to rock art specialists, and that is when an eka-
in ii plan was thought to be designed. the opening of ekainber-
ri (Zestoa) in July 2008 coincided with ekain being appointed 
world heritage site by UnesCo. since then, the replica has been 
visited by over 330,000 visitors.

ekain foundation has planned a variety of events to commemo-
rate the 50th anniversary. the main event will be taking place 
on 7th June 2019 at the Maria Cristina theatre in Donostia-san 
sebastián. it will be an event to pay tribute to the most repre-
sentative people and institutions involved in ekain’s discovery 
and research; there will be a mix of video documentaries, music, 
dance and short talks. a book is also planned to be published 
within the commemoration events, as well as an exciting itiner-
ant exhibition about the traced drawings. ekainberri will organ-
ize and take part in many other events throughout the year. 
highlights include the kobaz koba trail running race (10th feb-
ruary), exclusive visit to Danbolinzulo cave (Zestoa) with rock 
art paintings within the Month of the Basque Coast Museums 
(18th March), X Day of the Caves organized by the Lurpea network 
(24th march), X ekainfest Day with prehistoric olympic games 
and local gastronomy tasting (8th June). ekainberri will also  
be present at other international day celebrations and ice age 
europe network’s two annual meetings in March and october. n

ekain's great Panel - Zaldei, © ekainberri – Caperochipi

ekain cave's discovery's 50th anniversary logo

rafael rezabal and andoni albizuri, the two young locals. an archaeologist during one of the first reconnaissance sessions.
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towards the end of the Palaeolithic by Late glacial hunter-gather-
ers. the archaeological investigations, coordinated by the MUse 
- science Museum of trento, have revealed a human frequenta-
tion dated to 12,000 years ago. During this chronological phase, 
called Younger Dryas, a new expansion of the alpine glaciers 
has been recorded, in association with a lowering of the aver-
age annual temperatures of about 4 °C and a rarefaction of the 
forest cover at a medium altitude. it is therefore understanda-
ble that Paleolithic hunters who frequented Lessini Mountains 
during this cold phase, turned their attention to the bear. this 
prey could in fact provide abundant meat, fat and a warm fur 
to protect themselves from the winter cold.

among the dozens of lithic and bone fragments yielded from 
the anthropic layer, the researchers have identified a brown 
bear rib bearing a peculiar mark on its surface. observed un-
der the microscope and analyzed in 3D, this strange lesion has 
been attributed to the projectile impact of an arrow, armed 
with a lithic backed point and at least one more cutting ele-
ment arranged contiguously on the same shaft. the morpho-
logical and dimensional data of the mark, processed statisti-
cally, fall within the range of variability of the projectile impact 

marks produced experimentally on bones by using reliable 
reproductions of Late Palaeolithic bow and arrows. 

the identification of this hunting lesion enriches the current 
debate about Pleistocene bear hunting, offering new clues about 
the strategies employed by human groups during the Palaeo-
lithic. the mark from Cornafessa rock shelter represents, indeed, 
the fourth hunting lesion recognized on bear bones for all the 
Pleistocene. the other evidence from Potočka zijalka (slovenia), 
hohle fels (germany) and grotte du Bichon (switzerland) con-
sists of three impact punctures, interpreted as hunting predation 

during winter taking advantage of bears vulnerability in hiber-
nation. since Cornafessa rock shelter is not suitable as hibernat-
ing den, this new evidence represents a dissimilar attestation of 
bear hunting strategies, testifying to the predation of a bear in a 
place different from lair caves. Moreover, since the other evidence 
suggest a den hunting through spears, this rib represents the 
first archaeological proof of bear predation using bow and arrow.

this research, recently published in the Archaeological and 
Anthropological Sciences journal, was coordinated by MUse with 
the collaboration of numerous research institutions: the Depart-
ment of humanities of the University of ferrara, the Department 
of earth sciences of the University of siena and the "abdus 
salam" center of theoretical Physics of trieste.

the archaeological excavation at Cornafessa rock shelter is 
still going on and several other aspects wait to be deepened. 
the core team of the research project comprises rossella Duches, 
alex fontana, nicola nannini and stefano neri from the MUse; 
and Diego e. angelucci and fabio Cavulli from the University 
of trento (italy). the local municipality (Comune di ala) also 
provides a significance technical support. n

ABOut Muse – MuseO deLLe scIenZe, trentO, ItALY 

the MUse (science Museum) is an auxiliary body of the 
autonomous Province of trento. its task is to interpret 
nature, starting from the mountains, using the eyes, tools, 
and applications of scientific research, taking advantage of 
the challenges of the contemporary world, stimulating 
scientific curiosity and the pleasure of knowledge, giving 
value to science, innovation, and sustainability. MUse is an 
associate member of ice age europe and a key partner of 
the fumane Caves. 

cOntAct InFOrMAtIOn 

MUse – Museo delle scienze 
Corso del Lavoro e della scienza 3
38122 trento · italy
email: elisabetta.flor@muse.it
More information at www.muse.it

BeYOnd tHe Muse – MuseO deLLe scIenZe: 
reseArcH On tHe LAte PALAeOLItHIc sIte 
OF cOrnAFessA rOcK sHeLter reVeALs 
unIQue eVIdence OF BeAr HuntInG
Muse – Museo delle scienze, Italy / Authors: rossella duches and elisabetta Flor

the complex relationship between men and large carnivores  
is a current topic of great scientific interest and media expo-

sure. the recent return of bears and wolves to the alps has been 
perceived as a valuable enhancement of alpine biodiversity. 
nevertheless, it has raised wide problems related to the human 
coexistence with these animals in a such densely populated 
territory. Looking at the past, the roots of this relationship sink 
into our most ancient history: wolves and bears, indeed, gener-

ated a great interest in humans starting from the Paleolithic.  
if carnivore bones are quite frequent in archaeological sites, 
the information about hunting strategies employed by our 
ancestors are very rare. focusing on bear and the alpine region, 
several remains from Late Upper Palaeolithic sites testify to bear 
processing for the acquisition of fur and meat but none provides 
clear evidence of bear hunting. a rare exception is represented 
by Cornafessa rock shelter on the Lessini Mountains, frequented 

Main entrance, © MUseo DeLLe sCienZe

❝Wolves and bears, indeed, 
generated a great interest in 

humans starting from the 
Paleolithic.❞

the archeological layer full of faunal remains, © MUsethe Cornafessa rock shelter (Lessini Mountains, ala, trento), © MUse

the Ursus arctos rib from Cornafessa rock shelter  
with a close-up of the lesion caused by a Late epigravettian arrow, © MUse
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❝Despite the fact that avoiding damage is almost impossible,  
it is in our hands to minimize it by applying control and 

stabilisation measures such as those proposed in the Altamira 
Preventive Conservation Plan.❞

ABOut tHe MuseuM OF ALtAMIrA, sPAIn 

the Museum of altamira is a place devoted to learning about, 
enjoying and experiencing the life of those who painted and 
inhabited the cave of altamira. the museum’s most attractive 
offer is the possibility of learning about humanity’s first art, 
Palaeolithic art. the museum is in charge of a legacy of maxi-
mum value, the cave of altamira, a milestone in universal art 
history whose discovery meant the discovery of Palaeolithic 
cave art and one of its most spectacular manifestations. the 
expertise of the artistic expression of the cave’s inhabitants 
was recognised by UnesCo in 1985 when the site was regis-
tered on the world heritage List.

cOntAct InFOrMAtIOn 

Museum of altamira
avda. Marcelino sanz de sautuola s/n
39330 santillana del Mar (Cantabria)
spain
Phone:  +34 942 818 005 
fax: +34 942 840 157
email: informacion.maltamira@cultura.gob.es
More information at www.museodealtamira.es

tHe cAVe OF ALtAMIrA And Its 
PreVentIVe cOnserVAtIOn PLAn
Museum of Altamira, spain / Author: Alfredo Prada Freixedo

Preventive Conservation as regard cultural heritage is defined 
as the conservation strategy that establishes a systematic 

method to identify, evaluate, detect and control the risk of 
damage in any cultural asset. the aim is to minimize those risks 
acting on the origin of the problem, which is usually not inher-
ent to the cultural asset itself.

indeed, the objective of conservation strategies is to elimi-
nate the causes of deterioration, but the only guarantee for 
long term preservation is the control of the disruption agents 
that causes degradation and may activate it again in the 
future.

the conservation environment inside a cave can be considered 
very unstable. the interaction among disruption agents – such 
as carbon dioxide, temperature or humidity – is an added diffi-
culty to predict and control potential damage. the situation is 
further complicated when the conservation environment is 
unstable, and even the minimal intervention may produce irrep-
arable side effects.

for altamira the measures designed to identify, detect, evalu-
ate and, eventually, try to minimize the risks of damage are all 
contained in the Preventive Conservation Plan. this Plan is the 
tool which comprises the means and actions required for the 
proper conservation of the cave of altamira and its rock art.

the work methodology consists in the elaboration of an accu-
rate diagnosis of the state of conservation. this allows us to 
identify and evaluate the risks of damage in the cave. this all 
translates into the elaboration of a series of monitoring and 
control protocols whose objective is to minimise the risks to 
guarantee the cave’s conservation. these protocols have an 
identification code assigned that grouped them in the basis of 
their characteristics and the actions to be carried out. the pro-
tocols currently applied in the cave of altamira are those re-
garding the access regulation, bio deterioration control, radon 
gas concentration control, ambient monitoring, humidity and 
leaking points control, preservation state monitoring, geologi-
cal and structural stability, and finally, the control of the activi-
ty on the surface of the cave and its surroundings.

Preservation state monitoring is the first level for the detection 
of potential disturbances inside the cave. for this reason, mu-
seum conservators-restorers visit the cave monthly in order to 
detect any sign of disturbance or deterioration. one of the 
measures included within this protocol is the placement of 
boards on the floor of the Polychrome room to detect leaking 
points that may cause eventual losses of pigment or support. 
this action is complemented with a zone control by high-reso-
lution photogrammetry to measure potential disturbances by 
registering their evolution. the selection of the areas under control 
is determined by the roof parts that are very delicate in terms 
of conservation and that are involved in processes of microorgan-
isms’ proliferation or paint and support washing and dragging.

ambiance monitoring is another protocol applied in the cave of 
altamira. By the placement of measuring stations in different 
places of the cave we can understand and evaluate its ambiance 
dynamics given the humidity, carbon dioxide, atmospheric pres-
sure and temperature metrics. Besides, the measurement and 
recording of those metrics allow us to establish different levels 
that we call tolerance, alert and emergency.

in short, natural disruption processes in the paintings and in 
the cave of altamira exist and will remain. these degradation 
processes are constant but slow, mostly after the collapse of 
the cave’s entrance occurred 13000 years ago. Degradation was 
reactivated and even accelerated with the discovery of the cave 
in 1868, and the resulting anthropic interventions and massive 
visits. Despite the fact that avoiding damage is almost impossi-
ble, it is in our hands to minimize it by applying control and 
stabilisation measures such as those proposed in the altamira 
Preventive Conservation Plan. n

Cave ceiling of altamira caves, © Museum of altamira

Boards layout in the floor of the cave of altamira

Placement of the ambiance measurement stations in the cave of altamira
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❝The scans will assist in the 
search for older undiscovered 

art work created by these most 
ancient Britons and help build 
up scientific evidence for the 
coexistence of Neanderthals 

 and early modern humans in 
Kents Cavern.❞

ABOut Kents cAVern PreHIstOrIc cAVes, 
unIted KInGdOM

this is a cave in south west england with an extensive
labyrinth of spectacular and easily accessible caverns,
open daily all year. the oldest human fossil ever found in
northwestern europe was found here. at 41,000 years old
this makes kents Cavern the oldest home in Britain. the
cave has won many awards for its innovative use of social
media and creative product development to support its
future.     

cOntAct InFOrMAtIOn 

kents Cavern Ltd
ilsham road
torquay
tQ1 2Jf · United kingdom
email: caves@kents-cavern.co.uk
More information at www.kents-cavern.co.uk

underGrOund MAPPInG
Kents cavern Prehistoric caves, uK / Author: nick Powe

the entire underground cave system of kents Cavern has been 
digitally mapped for future conservation, research and inter-

pretation. terraDat, based in south wales, were selected be-
cause of their previous experience in underground environ-
ments, particularly at wookey hole caves in somerset. the 
mapping gives extraordinary accuracy for the location of the 
known underground sections and pinpoint data on all known 
features in the cavern.

kents Cavern is formed in 400 million year old Devonian lime-
stone, carved out about 2 1/2 million years ago by a subterra-
nean river. the cave passages were subsequently backfilled with 
silt and rock fragments washed into the caves. this muddy sedi-
ment was compacted and cemented together into a hard red 
breccia, where it laid undisturbed until 1865. this was the be-
ginning of a 15-year work excavation, masterminded by william 
Pengelly, who pioneered an archaeological recording and map-
ping process. he devised a three-dimensional grid layout to 
manage the process of exploration and to accurately log the 
significant volume of archaeology coming from cave. 

the rocky chamber, © kents Cavern Ltd

the three dimensional (3-D) digital map available from the 
scanning process can be compared to william Pengelly’s dia-
ries and it is clear that the Victorian mapping was remarkably 
accurate. william Pengelly engaged a small team, only four,  
to undertake his mission; to prove the antiquity of human-
kind. this was done by removing two stalagmite floors, one 
12,500 years old and the other 430,000 years old, unearthing 
and recording prehistoric remains, bones of ice age animals 
lying alongside ancient human hunting artefacts. in total 
80,000 artefacts were catalogued by Pengelly and these form 
part of torquay Museum’s designated Quaternary cave collec-
tion and archive. the material from kents Cavern forms part of 
one of Britain’s most comprehensive palaeolithic lithic collec-
tions. the prehistoric technologies show evidence of ancient 
human activity in and around kents Cavern from as far back 
as 500,000 years ago. Digital reconstructions of the original 
cave surfaces, removed by Pengelly, will show how the cave 
appeared to its prehistoric occupants. 

other research projects planned with this 3-D data include cata-
loguing rock engravings; all of which pre-date 1865 and, for the 
moment at least, go back to the 16th century, henry Viii’s 
tudor era. the ancient human occupants of the cave, revealed 
by Pengelly, are of great interest as they include early modern 
humans, homo sapiens going back to over 40,000 years and 
neanderthals from the same period and earlier. the scans will 
assist in the search for older undiscovered art work created by 
these most ancient Britons and help build up scientific evidence 
for the coexistence of neanderthals and early modern humans 
in kents Cavern.

the scanning included drone footage of the outside areas to 
provide fly-by sequences from outside to inside the caves. this 
film and the digital impressions of the cave will be incorporated 
into on-site visitor interpretation and form the basis for educa-
tional programmes to explain the work of the early explorers, 
cave formations and life in the caves during the ice age. n

scanner setup in the organ Chamber

3D digital impression of the Vestibule Chamber

aerial overview of kents 
Cavern visitor centre
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❝As part of ARIADNEplus digital infrastructure,  
CENIEH will provide a full range of datasets related to the fields 

of paleoanthropology and Quaternary sciences.❞

ABOut tHe cenIeH, BurGOs, sPAIn

the Cenieh is a research centre belonging to the national 
network of Unique scientific & technical infrastructures 
(iCts). it is open to scientific and technological use by the 
international scientific and technological community. its 
research activities are mainly on human evolution during 
the Late neogene and Quaternary, and include collaborative 
projects at excavations and deposits of these periods world-
wide, in particular from atapuerca.

cOntAct InFOrMAtIOn 

Paseo sierra de atapuerca 3
09002 Burgos · spain
Phone: +34 947 04 08 00
email: comunicacion@cenieh.es
More information at www.cenieh.es

the ariaDneplus project is the extension of the previous 
ariaDne integrating activity, which promoted the integra-

tion of archaeological data infrastructures. the objective of 
ariaDneplus is to expand these data infrastructures from dif-
ferent entities dealing with heritage and archaeology. 

the national research Center on human evolution (Cenieh), 
based in Burgos, spain, is focused on the development of multi - 
disciplinary research in Paleoanthropology and Quaternary 
science all around the globe, and in providing services for 

Quaternary research and for technological and industrial com-
munities. this research is accomplished by three programs, 
geology and geochronology, hominid Paleobiology, and ar-
chaeology, using top rated laboratories such as Digital Mapping 
and remote sensing, geology and sediment analysis, archaeo-
magnetism, Cosmogenic, U-series, Luminescence, electron spin 
resonance (esr), archaeometry, Microscopy, Micro-Computed 
tomo graphy, experimental archaeology, Use-wear, referential 
and archaeological lithic collections, and hominid and animal 
fossil bone collections.

as part of ariaDneplus digital infrastructure, Cenieh will provide 
a full range of datasets related to the fields of paleoanthropology 
and Quaternary sciences, those are generated by these research 
programs and laboratories. for example, the Cenieh will provide 
data related with fieldwork and material analysis, such as 3D 
models of bone and lithic collections, microscopic photos, micro- 
computed tomography data, or contextual information of dat-
ing (i.e. in situ gamma dose spectrometry measurement for esr 
and Luminescence dating), among others. also, the Cenieh will 
provide data generated in the different reference collections, 
such as the osteology reference collection (CoaC), the litho-
theque (Litho), or the use-wear reference collection (Cet).

Considering this fact, the Cenieh, as an ariaDneplus partner, 
will provide unique and relevant data to this european digital 
archaeological infrastructure, incorporating paleoanthropological 
and geochronological datasets from prehistoric periods and regions 
not covered sufficiently in the previous ariaDne project. n

Main entrance to the Cenieh, © Cenieh

Micro photography of an experimentally used stone tool. © Patricia Bello Lithic raw material sample. © aixa san emeterio Different views of a 3D scanned flint core from aranbaltza Middle Paleolithic site. © aixa san emeterio and Joseba rios

Micro Ct obtained cross-sections from aranbaltza wooden point. © Joseba rios

cenIeH As PrOVIder OF 
PALeOAntHrOPOLOGIcAL And 
GeOcHrOnOLOGIcAL dAtAsets FOr  
tHe ArIAdnePLus PrOJect
national center for research on Human evolution (cenIeH), spain / Authors: Joseba 
rios-Garaizar, Maria Isabel sarró Moreno, cecilia calvo simal and Mohamed sahnouni
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❝We wanted to show the 
climate changes that have 

occurred throughout history.  
This will help us to understand 

the current situation and, at 
least, to have data to plan the 

future and not to make 
irreversible errors.❞

ABOut cAVes OF sAntIMAMIÑe And BIZKAIA MuseuM 
OF ArcHAeOLOGY, BAsQue cOuntrY, sPAIn 

the arkeologi Museoa is in the old Quarter of Bilbao with 
about 3,000 m2 of exhibition area, research rooms and stor-
ages on five floors. it is a centre for heritage research and 
conservation that offers its visitors an interactive journey 
through the history of Biscay. the museum oversees the Cave 
of santimamiñe which has galleries, rock paintings and carv-
ings. the cave has a new interpretation centre giving visitors 
the opportunity to discover the cave’s art in a sustainable 
and responsible way.

cOntAct InFOrMAtIOn 

arkeologi Museoa
Calzadas de Mallona, 2-C/Prim s/nº
48006 Bilbao · spain
Phone: +34 94 404 09 90
More information at www.bizkaikoa.bizkaia.eus

Caves of santimamiñe
Barrio Basondo
48315 kortezubi · spain
Phone: +34 94 465 16 57 

cLIMAte cHAnGes In HIstOrY:  
An ArKeOLOGI MuseOA eXHIBItIOn 
(BIZKAIA, tHe BAsQue cOuntrY)
Arkeologi Museoa - santimamiñe. Bizkaiko Foru Aldundia, spain /  
Author: Iñaki García camino 

as is often the case with all the travelling exhibitions that we 
bring to the archaeology Museum, our aim is to expand on 

the “ice age europe now” exhibition of the ice age europe 
network, by developing some of its aspects and illustrating it 
with evidence gathered locally.

in this regard, and given that there were very cold and warm 
periods over the last two million years and that there is current-
ly the perception that the planet is warming, we wanted to show 
the climate changes that have occurred throughout history. 

this will help us to understand the current situation and, at 
least, to have data to plan the future and not to make irreversi-
ble errors.

the exhibition shows how archaeologists obtain information to 
reconstruct climate dynamics by analysing the sedimentary 
records, both natural (found in peat bogs such as Zalama in 
karrantza) and anthropogenic, located in archaeological sites. 
the materials recovered from those strata from different eras 
are indicators of climate changes and trends. 

for example, penguin, reindeer and woolly rhinoceros bones 
have been found in the strata of 20,000 and 15,000 years ago.  
they were the animals to be found in euskal herria at that time 
and indicated the existence of a very cold climate. the exhibi-
tion includes the pelvis of a woolly rhinoceros found in korte-
zubi, the horns of a bison from Dima, the skull of a female 
ursus deningeri bear (a species that is now extinct) from kar-
rantza, jaws of a reindeer from Lekeitio and small penguin 
bones that were also dug up in Lekeitio.

at the end of that ice age around 9,000 years ago, an intergla-
cial period (the holocene) began and continues to the present. 
that does not mean that there have not been any changes dur-
ing those last millennia. for example, the end of the roman 
empire coincided with a cold period; the agrarian growth that 

europe underwent from the end of the 8th century with a peri-
od of clement weather; and the crisis of the feudal system with 
a period of cooling that historians have called the Little ice 
age. that cooling further accentuated the clear crisis from the 
fall in production, illnesses and hunger.

for over 6000 years, human societies have used their resource-
fulness not only to survive, but also to adapt to climate chang-
es, exploit natural resources and transform the landscape. 

the exhibition features some tools that we consider to be iconic 
and they have survived practically unchanged down through 
time: stone, bronze and iron axes used to clear the forests and 
obtain wood to heat homes, build housing or make charcoals. 

some of these axes are over 3000 years old, such as one found 
in güeñes, and others are more recent, such as the one from 
tribisburu (3rd century a.D.) or the one from orduña (16th 
century).

heavy metals, plastic and industrial waste are being found in 
recent strata, which seems to indicate the start of a new geo-
logical period where, for the first time in history, the human 
being is modifying the climate, the natural order, and which 
geologists call anthropocene. the azkorri Beach strata illus-
trate those changes are they are made up of sand underlain 
by industrial waste and slag from the blast furnaces and the 
vessels that dumped the ballast directly into the sea. n

rock art in the cave of santimamiñe, © arkeologi Museoa

María José iriarte, curator of the exhibition View of the exhibition

instruments to transform the landscape

fossil remains of cold climate: reindeer, seal, cetacean
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outer coat of hair. for even more isolation, they had a 6 cm 
layer of skin and a 9 cm layer of fat. the ears were small and 
not visible under the thick fur. the trunk was used as a gripping 
organ. the tusks were curved strongly and had up to 4 meters 
in length. Both sexes had tusks, though those of the males were 
much more impressive. scuff marks show that the animals slid 
their tusks along the ground to free food from the snow and ice. 
the stomach contents of ice mummies show a varied diet com-
prising herbs, shrub grasses and mosses. an adult mammoth 
required up to 300 kg of plant food per day. after the glacial 
Maximum of the last ice age, the mammoth gradually withdrew 
from Central europe. 5,700-year-old remains of small-stature 
mammoths were found on the wrangel island in the arctic ocean. 

as impressive they are to us today, as impressive they were to 
our ice age ancestors. among the earliest figurative representa-
tions are small figurines of mammoths. one of those is displayed 
at the archaeopark Vogelherd: the perfectly made, completely 
preserved mammoth form Vogelherd Cave. it was found in 2006 
and is only 3.7 cm long. it is rather slim and has incisions on 
the soles and the forehead. this emblematic figurine from the 
ice age was crafted and left behind at Vogelherd Cave around 
40.000 years ago – the time when anatomically modern humans 
immigrated to europe and produced figurative art, musical 
instruments and body ornaments. the raw material for these 
mostly came from mammoths: ivory.

the small mammoth figurine from Vogelherd gives the impetus 
to arrange an exhibition series about the finds from this site. 
the series “the Vogelherd” will shed light on different aspects 
around this cave. the special exhibition on the mammoth („Der 
Vogelherd. Unser Mammut – seit der eiszeit groß“) will be the 

starting topic. initiated and financed by the förderverein eiszeit-
kunst in the Lonetal e.V., the exhibition will be presented at the 
archaeopark Vogelherd from august 17 until December 26, 2019. 

the mammoth figure forms the central point of the exhibition. 
Beside the original find, we will deal with other aspects of these 
animals. we will look at the species itself, such as their evolu-
tion, and their lifestyle in the glacial steppe. another impor-
tant point is, of course, the relationship between humans and 
mammoths - whether as a prey, raw material supplier or even as 
mythical inspiration and impressive creature with which one 
shares the environment. finally, we will consider ivory as a raw 
material for tools, weapons, ornaments and art. an interesting 
and varied accompanying program will enrich the special exhi-
bition. Lectures by scientists, children's events and special 
tours are offered. Come along, we look forward to your visit! n

Our MAMMOtH – A GIAnt nOW And tHen. 
A sPecIAL eXHIBItIOn At VOGeLHerd
Archaeopark Vogelherd, Germany / Author: ewa dutkiewicz 

Mammoths are fascinating animals! these giants roamed gla-
cial eurasia about 300,000 to 5,700 years ago and are the 

most iconic animals of the ice age. Mammoths lived in the cold 
steppes of eurasia and north america. with a maximum shoul-
der height of 3.75 m, they were actually smaller than the african 
elephant. we know what they looked like and how they lived 
from skeletons, ice mummies and Paleolithic representations. 

Like its modern-day relatives, the mammoth was probably a herd 
animal. organized in matriarchal family groups of up to 20 ani-
mals, the females and their offspring crossed the plains. the bulls 
led a maverick existence. Because of the climate, the rut took 
place in the summer. after 22 months of gestation, the calf was 
born in the spring with a weight of around 90 kg. Mammoths 
had a dense undercoat, which was covered by a 1-meter-long 

View over the archäopark Vogelherd. Photo: g. serino, © archäopark Vogelherd

ABOut tHe ArcHAeOPArK VOGeLHerd, GerMAnY 

100,000 years ago the Vogelherd cave was one of the most 
sought places during of the stone age. today it is at the 
centre of the archaeopark and ranks as one of the impor-
tant archaeological sites for stone age culture. Visitors can 
experience stone age activities and get a fascinating in-
sight of the era of our ancestors.

cOntAct InFOrMAtIOn 

archäopark Vogelherd
am Vogelherd 1
89168 niederstotzingen-stetten · germany
Phone: +49 7325 952800 13
email: info@archaeopark-vogelherd.de
More information at www.archaeopark-vogelherd.de

Photo: J. Liptàk, © Universität tübingen illustration: Designstudio seitz, © archaeopark Vogelherd

❝As impressive mammoths are 
to us today, as impressive  
they were to our Ice 
Age ancestors.❞
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❝The ‘Gibraltar School’ draws 
significantly on natural history, 

including ecology, to provide 
fresh insights of the way 

Neanderthals lived.❞

ABOut tHe GIBrALtAr nAtIOnAL MuseuM And tHe 
GOrHAM’s cAVe cOMPLeX, GIBrALtAr, unIted KInGdOM 

the rock of gibraltar at the southernmost part of the iberi-
an Peninsula, and in full view of north africa, is a British 
overseas territory with a long tradition of work on ice age 
humans, fauna and geology which dates back to the 18th 
Century. it was in forbes’ Quarry that the gibraltar 1 nean-
derthal skull was found in 1848, eight years before the 
feldhofer specimen. the gibraltar national Museum is a 
long-standing institution which was founded in 1930. the 
gibraltar national Museum’s brief includes research and it 
carries out annual excavations in gorham’s and Vanguard 
Caves. gorham’s Cave is currently the last known site of 
neanderthal survival, as recently as 32,000 years ago, and 
the site became a UnesCo world heritage site in 2016.

cOntAct InFOrMAtIOn 

the gibraltar national Museum
18-20 Bomb house Lane, P. o. Box 939
gibraltar
Phone: +350 200 74289
fax:  +350 200 79158 
email: neanderthals@gibmuseum.gi
More information at www.gibmuseum.gi

GIBrALtAr, neAndertHALs, And tHe 
cALPe cOnFerence
the Gibraltar national Museum, uK / Author: Alex Menez

gibraltar is intimately linked with the foundation of the field 
of palaeoanthropology, and research from gibraltar increas-

ingly contributes to the way we study and understand human 
evolution. Discoveries such as the gibraltar (forbes’ Quarry) 
and Devil’s tower neanderthal skulls provide a trajectory in the 
historiography of research. But so do much more recent discov-

eries such as the neanderthal engraving from gorham’s Cave, 
and findings that show neanderthals acquired and used food 
and other resources in ways that were previously considered 
outside their capabilities. the ‘gibraltar school’ draws signifi-
cantly on natural history, including ecology, to provide fresh 
insights of the way neanderthals lived. 

a forum to which leading researchers from all over the world 
come to debate human evolution is gibraltar’s Calpe Confer-
ence. the annual conference, organized by the gibraltar na-
tional Museum, covers a diverse range of subjects in natural 
history, heritage, and culture. in the over two decades that the 
conference has been held, a good number have focused on 
neanderthal research. Last year’s event was particularly special 
because 2018 was the 170th anniversary since edmund flint, a 
young and enthusiastic officer of the royal artillery, presented 
what would become gibraltar’s most famous fossil, the gibraltar 
skull, to the gibraltar scientific society.

‘neanderthal, the Conference’, ran from the 13th to the 15th of 
september and was held at the University of gibraltar. from the 
origin of Homo; neanderthal ancestry; stone tools and human 

origins, neanderthal anatomy and physiology; to neanderthal 
ecology, behaviour, diet, and an updated historiography of the 
gibraltar skull itself, there was something for everyone to con-
template and debate. in addition, art met science in a pres-
entation by Mauricio antón which highlighted reconstructions 
of a time when neanderthals roamed at gibraltar. 

the study of ancient Dna is a hot topic in human origins. so 
the presentation by svante Pääbo captured everyone’s atten-
tion. here was the man who, years earlier, had identified the 
presence of Dna in 2000 plus-years-old egyptian mummies; 
then extracted mitochondrial Dna from a 7000-year-old human 
brain. and then, in 2010, sequenced the neanderthal genome. 
his presentation was followed by Lukas Bokelmann who report-
ed upon work on the retrieval of Dna from the forbes' Quarry 
and the Devil’s tower skulls. we eagerly await further results 
from this exciting work which will attempt to establish the 
relationships of the fossils to other neanderthal finds.

as if so many interesting presentations, the reporting of recent 
and ongoing research, and the healthy and passionate debates 
were not enough to make the conference memorable to all, there 
had been more. in his conference inauguration speech, the Min-
ister for heritage, Professor John Cortes, had stated: “i have 
instructed on behalf of my government that the Director of the 
gibraltar national Museum [Professor Clive finlayson] formally 
request the return of the neanderthal remains [the forbes' 
Quarry and Devil’s tower skulls] to gibraltar”.

snooping around in an effort to gather background material for 
my reportage of the conference for the Gibraltar Chronicle, i heard 
one of the delegates during a coffee break on the last day say: 
“a lot of great stuff has gone on at the conference”. and that, i 
thought, fairly summed up gibraltar’s 22nd Calpe Conference. n 

the eastern cliffs of the rock of gibraltar at dawn, © s. finlayson

the creation of the neanderthal engraving in gorham’s Cave. artwork by Mauricio antón. © gibraltar national Museum

alex Menez presenting his paper ‘almost Homo calpicus: an updated historiography of the 
gibraltar skull’ at the 2018 neanderthal Conference in gibraltar.

recent books. Menez, 2018 (published by the gibraltar national Museum); finlayson, 2019 
(published by oxford University Press). © gibraltar national Museum
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that archeology can make important contributions to the 
societal discussion about migration and that we are able to 
make public statements on current issues through exhibitions 
and programs.

with the beginning of 2019 we started with the regional blind 
association the model project nMsee. together with blind, vis-
ually impaired and sighted visitors, an app game is developed 
and tested that makes the content of the permanent exhibition 
"playable". in the form of a text-adventure via screen reader 

software, the game leads through tangible stations through the 
neanderthal Museum. each station connects the digital level of 
the app with audio elements, tactile exhibits, tactile signs and 
tactile plans. through playful learning during the museum tour 
via the app game, a new approach to complex topics in prehis-
tory for people with and without visual impairment is created. 
research, app and new infrastructure are made possible by 
generous donations of the stiftung wohlfahrtspflege, the nrw-
stiftung, the Landschaftsverband rheinland (LVr) and the 
kämpgen-stiftung.

through our regular attendance at the annual conference of 
the international network ecsite (european network of science 
Centres and Museums) and our participation in a working 
group on diversity, equity and inclusion, we have become 
aware of our cultural diversity deficits. the first step was to 
train our head of education and programs to become a diver-
sity trainer. she will pass on this expertise to the neanderthal 
Museum team. we strive to sensitize all work areas in terms of 
diverse opening, from the visual language of our ads to the 
exhibition and program planning.

ideally, this process should be participative, involving potential 
social actors. we have already gained initial experience in the 
participation of external votes: for two years, we have been 
working on several projects according to the Design thinking 
method and involving visitors in our planning process.

in order for diversity to become a matter of course, the team 
has to develop an attitude towards the opening of the house. 

the aim should be to develop exhibitions and programs not 
only for but together with actors from the diverse society. in 
doing so, we see the initiative of/BY/for aLL (www.ofbyforall.org) 
and the work of nina simon as a role model. in our vision, the 
neanderthal Museum is a place that many of our community 
members naturally seek to collaborate, enjoy, or seek educa-
tion. n

ABOut tHe neAndertHAL MuseuM, GerMAnY 

one of the most popular and most modern museums of 
europe is situated on the ground where the most famous 
german was discovered 150 years ago: the neanderthal man. 
this world historic place gives reason for a time travel through 
the history of mankind – from the very beginning in the 
african savannah more than 4 million years ago until today.

cOntAct InFOrMAtIOn 

neanderthal Museum
talstraße 300 · 40822 Mettmann · germany
email: museum@neanderthal.de
More information at www.neanderthal.de

tHe Future OF tHe neAndertHAL 
MuseuM: OF, BY And FOr ALL
neanderthal Museum, Germany / Author: Bärbel Auffermann

our core theme human evolution points to the perspective of 
humanity as a diverse community that is subject to constant 

change. Climate changes and migrations have led to our genetic 
mosaic that has never been static. in our permanent exhibition, 
we show our versatile family of hominin ancestors and also 
address the themes of skin colors and racism. 

in our special exhibition "2 Million Years of Migration", we have 
shown with archaeological and paleogenetic exhibits and data 

that migration is a natural part of being human. in this exhi-
bition, we present each european carrying a genetic mosaic 
of the descendants of the first immigrants from africa, early 
anatolian and Middle eastern peasants, and people from the 
eurasian steppe areas. the exhibition ran successfully in the 
neanderthal Museum in 2017 and is now touring as a traveling 
exhibition at other german museums. since then, the district 
government has been using our input for their teacher train-
ing on migration. the work on this exhibition has shown us 

neanderthal Museum, Mettmann, © foundation neanderthal Museum

❝In our vision, the Neanderthal 
Museum is a place that many of 

our community members 
naturally seek to collaborate, 

enjoy, or seek education.❞

our permanent exhibition shows human evolution not as a directed process, but rather as the result of adaptation and chance, with a range of diverse hominin ancestors.

Museum experience on the visually impaired dayPrototype making in the design thinking team
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“i have been wanting to make a video on fumane Cave that a 
wide audience could appreciate for a long time” she says, “not 
only to raise interest and convey scientifically correct informa-
tion but also to underline that by learning more about prehistory 
we can understand our times and ourselves better: how afraid 
we are of meeting someone different, then realizing we are so 
alike is the film’s main theme.”

“the children”, adds franca, “welcomed the idea with enthusi-
asm and curiosity. they seriously became neanderthals and 
sapiens and we let the images speak for themselves.”

the children play a small group of archaic humans who decide 
to leave africa about 1.5 million years ago and a group of homo 
sapiens who leave africa about 200,000 years ago. another 

group of sapiens arrives in the area around fumane Cave 
around 40,000 years ago, where some neanderthals live.  
Did they meet? the question is left open. 

the plot and the themes were obviously adapted to make them 
comprehensible to 8-year-olds. the title of the movie, 8,000 
Grandmas Ago, refers to the fact that the oldest homo sapiens 
yet discovered in africa is 8,000 generations (200,000 years) 
old, a time-concept children struggle to understand. Linking 
the abstract idea of generation to a real family member - 
grandma - helps them grasp the distance into the past, as even 
children know that every grandma has a grandma, and so on. 

nevertheless, scientific supervision was vital and this was over-
seen by Prof. Marco Peresani, director of archaeological research 
at fumane Cave. he also spent an afternoon at school discuss-
ing his work at the cave and human evolution with the children. 
Costumes, makeup, weapons and tools were supplied by the 

team of guides, who wrote the screenplay with the teachers and 
the director. 

the film was shot nearby the archaeological site. “neanderthals 
and homo sapiens met in europe, our home: we are the out-
come of their migrations and encounters”, says andrea sperotti, 
film director. “giving an emotional meaning to the work and 
providing scientific knowledge at the same time was the most 
difficult challenge.”

the film has been presented on various occasions, not only to 
the families of the children-actors involved but also during an 
international travel book festival in June and at the ice age 
europe meeting in fumane in october 2018 (with english sub-
titles).

 
 is a project in partnership with Istituto 

comprensivo B. Lorenzi, Fumane, coordinated by Franca 
Gas parini. Film direction by Andrea sperotti. n

ABOut FuMAne cAVe, ItALY 

grotta di fumane is a cave on the southern edge of the Vene-
to Pre-alps, in the north of italy. it has produced a dated 
sequence from the Middle to the Upper Palaeolithic. excava-
tions have been carried out at different times since 1988.

thousands of flint flakes and cores, bones, teeth, charcoal, 
worked pebbles, bone hammers prove that neanderthals 
made fire, manufactured stone tools, butchered animals and 
birds, and treated hides and pelts. Painted stone slabs and 
perforated sea shells testify to some of the first modern man 
artistic expressions in europe.

cOntAct InFOrMAtIOn 

homo 3.0
Via Progni, s/n
37020 Marano di Valpolicella · italy
Phone: +39 366 2064398
email: info@grottadifumane.eu
More information at www.grottadifumane.eu

8,000 GrAndMAs AGO
Fumane cave - Homo 3.0, Italy / Authors: Barbara Bussola, niccolò Jacopo camilloni, 
Anita Gubbiotti 

one of the main purposes of our work at fumane Cave is to 
raise awareness of the archaeological site and its outstand-

ing worldwide significance among people living in the immedi-
ate neighborhood. over the years we have found that many 
people from fumane town and surrounding areas have never 
been to the cave and are not aware of its worldwide importance. 

their primary school children, though, are much more interest-
ed, especially those who are learning about prehistory for the 
first time. Luckily, every year the teachers of our local compre-

hensive institute bring their classes to fumane Cave and our 
guides go to the school to hold a range of suitable “practical/
playful” lessons on human evolution. 

Last year we went much further. thanks to the determination 
of a teacher, franca gasparini, and to the willingness and 
helpfulness of professional film director andrea sperotti, a 
short movie on the ancient inhabitants of fumane Cave has 
been made. all the actors are franca’s primary school chil-
dren.

❝The film’s main theme is how 
afraid we are of meeting 
someone different, then 

realizing we are so alike.❞

film stills. fumane Cave - homo 3.0film shooting. fumane Cave - homo 3.0

film still. fumane Cave - homo 3.0

Little ice age actors at fumane Cave
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for decades cavern excavations have been taking place in the 
Bärental cave. in the entrance section Palaeolithic objects from 
Magdalenian times came to daylight in the 1930s. the cave 
shows clearly its formation by water for up to 800 meters. after 
a briefing on cave safety and putting on helmets, warm clothing 
and lamps, the young scientists began their first cave climbs and 
crawls from the entrance. the children took samples of sediments 
and the inhabitants of the cave were identified. equipped with 
food provisions and waterproof containers for sample collection, 
their underworld journey began. it lasted some hours. 

on the way Petra Boldt pointed out fossils, dripstones, eccentrics, 
crystals and of course the inhabitants of the caves. a living 
environment that is hostile to human life but one that has to be 
protected for species that live there. the next day the collected 
sediments were examined under a microscope when various 
coloured particles were seen glittering; little rounded stones, 
which must have been transported over a long distance, little 
sharp and flaked pieces of dripstones and crystals were revealed. 
as such the children realised the fragility of the world beneath 
their feet and the protection it deserves. 

the archaeological excavations in the caves of the region were 
an important item of the programme and one day was dedicated 
to archaeology. it started with a tour through the museum. the 
children learned a lot about the ice age and life in Palaeolithic 
times, the excavations in our region and the special finds. they 
were fascinated by the little ivory figurines and the flutes, which 
were made 40,000 years ago. after the tour we opened the ex-
perimental excavation area in the museum yard and children 
worked in pairs to excavate a quarter of a square meter. Like in  
a real excavation the soil had to be taken out carefully and sieved. 

the unearthed objects were excavated with little trowels and 
brushes, and recorded on a map. find numbers were allocated, a 
register generated and the artefacts identified. after the excava-

tion process, we looked in detail at the results when the young 
excavators had the opportunity to discuss what they had uncov-
ered and what it revealed about life in former times.

at the end of this annual week-long event the children created 
a presentation of their experiences and insights, showing it very 
proudly to their siblings, parents, grandparents and friends. 
the success of the 2018 week has led to a further week being 
planned for young scientists in the 2019 school holidays 
themed on “the stone age on the swabian Jura”. n

sPeLeOLOGY – eXPerIence And 
AdVenture serVInG scIentIFIc reseArcH
Museum of Prehistory Blaubeuren, Germany /  
Authors: Barbara spreer and Hannes Wiedmann

about 160 million years ago the swabian Jura was covered by 
a warm sea, where ichthyosaurs and many other animals 

lived. remains of these creatures settled on the seabed where 
they became fossilised into limestone.  over a long time, caves 
formed in the limestone, for example the famous Blau cave, 
which is over 15 kilometres in length and with immense subter-
ranean halls. these cave-worlds below the surface are fascinat-

ing and provide shelter for a unique living environment. from 
the 2nd to the 6th september 2018 the speleologist Petra Boldt 
with 12 children aged 10 to 12 years old, set out to explore this 
mysterious world and describe it scientifically. geological pro-
cesses were explained and a replica cave was constructed to 
train the children in speleology. the following day they went 
into a real cave, the Bärental cave near Blaubeuren.

Venus from hohle fels, © urmu

❝Equipped with food 
provisions and waterproof 

containers for sample 
collection, their underworld 

journey began.❞

ABOut tHe PreHIstOrY MuseuM  
BLAuBeuren, GerMAnY

the cultural roots of europe’s Upper Palaeolithic lay in the 
valleys of the rivers ach, Blau and Lone. the caves at the 
southern border of the swabian alb belong to the most 
important Palaeolithic sites in the world. neanderthals and 
early Modern humans lived here during the last ice age. 
40,000 years ago, early Modern humans not only developed 
new tool technologies here, but also created animal and 
human figurines made of mammoth ivory, the earliest known 
works of art. other ice age art found here includes musical 
instruments and a large number of ice age ornaments that 
show how sophisticated these people were. 
the Prehistory Museum Blaubeuren (UrMU) is part of the 
state museum for archaeology and is situated in the heart of 
the new world heritage "Caves and ice age art of the swabi-
an Jura". it presents figural art and music instruments in the 
original in the originate landscape. 

cOntAct InFOrMAtIOn 

Urgeschichtliches Museum Blaubeuren
kirchplatz 10 
89143 Blaubeuren  · germany 
Phone: +49 7344 966990 
email: info@urmu.de 
More information at www.urmu.de

the experimental excavation area, © urmu

scientific examination of the samples, © urmu the young speleologists in the Bärental cave, © urmu
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❝Expert, enthusiast or simply 
curious... choose your mission 

and discover what archaeology 
is all about.❞

ABOut tHe MuseuM OF neAndertHAL MAn,  
LA cHAPeLLe-AuX-sAInts, FrAnce 

the museum was created in 1996 close to the village of La 
Chapelle-aux-saints in Correze, france and presents the 
discoveries made by the Bouyssonie brothers, the impor-
tance of the site, and an exhibition based on the burial to 
show how sophisticated the neanderthal culture was. 

cOntAct InFOrMAtIOn 

La Mairie · 19120 La Chapelle-aux-saints · france
Phone: +33 5 55 91 18 00
email: contact@neandertal-musee.org 
More information at www.neandertal-musee.org

PreHIstOrY FOr ALL
the Museum of neanderthal Man La chapelle aux saints, France /  
Author: Véronique simbille

at La Chapelle-aux-saints (france), the Museum of neander-
thal Man is an interpretation centre for all ages, with guid-

ed tours and activities on offer to understand the history of our 
humanity. this dynamic scientific place welcomes school chil-
dren and students, as well as family holidaymakers. in addition 
to the regular program, two particularly outstanding events will 
take place in 2019:

7th Prehistoric Book Fair / 27-28 April 2019
this event is a unique book fair dedicated to prehistory show-
casing twenty or so authors of scientific books, novels, chil-
dren's books and comics. the programme includes four confer-
ences: “were ancient humans artists?”, “how can archaeology 
overturn preconceived knowledge?”, “anthology of Prehistory” 
and “the issues of Mediation in Prehistory”. activities for chil-
dren (and for adults who retain their childhood soul) include 
“around the paper: the manufacturing process and exhibition”; 
watercolour painting using natural ingredients such as beet-
root, coffee and spinach; an herb workshop entitled “from the 
leaf to the tree”; and stencilling tee-shirt with the words “are 
you Cro Magnon or neanderthal?”.

Archaeology mission - An exhibition / 8 July – 22 september 
2019

go back in time, analyse remains, trace our history through 
archaeology. But who is conducting the investigation? where 
are the clues? who are the witnesses to the question? expert, 
enthusiast or simply curious... choose your mission and discov-
er what archaeology is all about. in the laboratory or on a field 
excavation, everything becomes a clue to the mystery in the 
soil, understand the environment and reconstruct the lifestyles 
of our ancestors. n

La Chapelle-aux-saints neanderthal burial site, © Musée de l’homme néandertal

introduction to engraving and printmaking with the artist erolf totort the fossil skull exhibited at the Musée de l'homme

in front of the rock shelter at La Chapelle aux saints

round table at the prehistoric book fair with experts
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the group must be able to pass the spider web without 
touching the strings. in addition, only one player may enter  
a field at a time, after which the field is blocked for all other 
players.

all group games that have to be played have been simplified 
in their sequence. in addition, there are flexible rules that 
can be adapted according to the group. no station has to be 
processed statically according to a fixed rulebook.

for the participants it is important that positive aspects 
should be conveyed as far as possible. in experiential educa-
tion, it is always a matter of identifying and addressing prob-
lems of communication and disturbances in the group struc-
ture - this is only a marginal aspect in the paläon.

the feedback from the visitors was so positive in 2018 that  
a treasure hunt will also take place in the summer camp in 
2019. a group of neanderthals will then search for the leg-
endary glimmering stones to ensure the survival of the 
group. n

❝Solving problems together 

promotes creativity, curiosity 

and mobility, and offers new 

food for thoughts.❞

ABOut tHe PALÄOn, GerMAnY

the finds from the approximately 300,000 year-old and 
unique archaeological complex of schöningen allow us an 
essential and improved understanding of how our predecessor 
Homo heidelbergensis lived. they open a window into the 
Palaeolithic age and are providing answers to the significant 
question: "where do we come from?" the schöningen spears 
are among the most important Palaeolithic finds of human- 
kind. the originals are on show exclusively in the “paläon 
– research and experience Centre schöningen spears” in 
schöningen (Lower saxony). 

cOntAct InFOrMAtIOn 

paläon
research and experience Centre schöningen spears
Paläon 1 · 38364 schöningen · germany 
Phone: +49 5352 96914 0
email:  info@palaeon.de 
More information at www.palaeon.de

treAsure HuntInG At tHe PALÄOn
paläon – research and experience centre schöningen spears, Germany / Author: Jana Hugler

“Come on, let's go! we've got to do this. if you stretch your 
right leg a little higher, you'll get over it.”

the children excitedly cheer for their father, who is standing in 
the middle of a spider's web stretched out of ropes. supporting 
him there are five other adults in the construction, the children 
stand on the edge and provide help. the participants are in the 
middle of a tour through the summer camp in the paläon - re-
search and experience Centre schöningen spears. since 2015, 
the paläon provides a special summer offer for families and 
groups in its outdoor area.

the wooden palisades rise high into the sky, the flag waves over 
the grounds. the striking wood logs marks a square that visitors 
can immediately recognize as a special area. entrance to the 
camp is possible with payment of the entrance fee to the 
paläon, guided tours start every hour. 15 guides work during 
the summer months with individual visitors and groups in the 
camp.

each year, the camp focuses on a different theme. in 2018 it 
was all about a fantastic treasure hunt. together with their 
guide, the visitors set out on the trail of the oldest symbols in 
the world. the exciting story of a professor who dedicated his 
life to the search for the oldest symbols in the world begins in 
the entrance yurt. he spared no expense and effort and em-
barked on an incredible journey around the world. Unfortunate-
ly, he lost the artefacts with engraved signs and today only an 
incomplete travel diary of him exists. But a lucky circumstance 
led to a new trace and now the visitors go into the deep jungle 
to finally recover the mysterious symbols.

the camp was conceived as an experiential education program. 
the groups must work together to solve the given tasks. it is all 
about team-oriented communication and an open attitude to-
wards other group members. solving problems together pro-
motes creativity, curiosity and mobility, and offers new food for 
thoughts.

“typical" experiential education tasks have to be solved one 
after the other in a staked out parcours in order to gain special 
artefacts which are necessary for the recovery of the treasure at 
the end. for example, the spider's web mentioned at the begin-
ning. this is a well-known game from experiential education. 
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www.ice-age-europe.eu

 1. Enhance your recognition as a top European heritage site connected to the Ice Age. 

 2. Enhance your connections and professional networks across Europe. 

 3. Benefit from cross-marketing effects for the promotion of your site, research and activities. 

 4.  Get behind the scenes of other member sites and institutions and be the first to learn what’s new at 
locations across Europe. 

 5. Profit from informal learning and sharing across the network for your professional development. 

 6. Be at the forefront of and participate in new and innovative projects. 

 7. Profit from sponsors and partners looking for a Europe-wide impact. 

 8.  Be part of a growing tourism network seeking to implement responsible tourism initiatives for sustainable 
growth.

 9. Benefit from highly effective work with minimum of bureaucracy. 

 10. In short: Be part of a strong, growing brand. 

For more information on full and associated membership and how to join visit our website or contact the 
network office: 

Dr. Katrin Hieke, Ice Age Europe – Network of Heritage Sites 
office@ice-age-europe.eu · www.ice-age-europe.eu

Considering becoming a 
network member?  
Here are 10 great reasons to apply
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